
JULY 29-31
$275 per person  
bed and breakfast on property  
$70/night, space limited,  
first come first serve, 
hotels nearby

S C H E D U L E

Website: unbridledperformance.com
Contact: phone- 724-612-7049 
Email: sierrastgermain@gmail.com
2496 US Route 30
Hookstown, PA 15050

Horses are living beings with independent thinking capabilities. 
Horses are great equalizers. They don’t acknowledge a person’s 
position of power, status, title or any other authority. Horses  
instinctively only recognize and respond to a person’s level  
of trust, awareness, leadership, confidence and self-respect.  
Participants will immediately understand and learn how to be  
an authentic leader. They will tap into their own leadership  
skills through a hands-on, interactive program centered  
around horse-human communications. 

C O N T A C T

THE POWER OF HORSES 

	  

UPCOMING EVENTS

Experience a 2 day personal transformation retreat  
called “Awakening the Extraordinary Leader Within You”. 

Synergizing as a group on a collective and individual  
level to recognize our unique gifts, step into our Divine 

Potential and live our Soul Purpose.

 A  S P E C I A L  2  D A Y  R E T R E A T

Awakening the  
Extraordinary Leader 

WithiN YOU

	  



Embark on a life changing adventure to evolve your  
personality and bring it into alignment with your spirit by  
creating coherence between your head, heart and core.

THE BENEFITS OF THIS PROCESS INCLUDE:

• More honest and responsive relationships
• Heightened creativity
• Greater flexibility and adaptability
• Enhanced health and well being
• A sense of abundance and prosperity
• Feelings of inner joy and peace.
• An inner connection to the very core of your being
• A life more full of meaning
• Your personality and your soul working together

CREATING POSITIVE PRIME DIRECTIVES  
CHANGES YOUR LIFE:

•  You will find that your mental and emotional energy  
becomes more aligned, congruent, and cohesive.

•  You are able to remain centered even in tense moments.
•  You begin to seek more harmonious circumstances in life.
•  You begin to sense a connection to everyone and  

everything.
•  You come to know your truth and are able to speak your 

truth honestly and directly, with compassion toward others.
•  You begin to seek greater intimacy, companionship, and  

love toward yourself and others.
• Life becomes more beautiful, uplifting and enjoyable.
•  You find yourself acting with more kindness, consideration, 

compassion and support for others.
• You find your path and direction in life.
•  You start to master the creation process and are able to  

create those things you desire for yourself. 
• You experience the joy of the moment.

FIND THE LEADER WITHIN YOU WITH  
HORSE ENHANCED ACCELARTED LEARNING

I am a mental health professional by training. Unfortunately, my training did not 
always inform choices that I made in my personal life. When I started over, I was  
able to put my training to use. I dealt with my codependency issues. I created a fun,  
busy life for myself filled with things that I loved, many true friends, and many 
moments of happiness. But underneath all the positive change there remained an 
undercurrent of sadness, loneliness and grief. I felt like I had changed as much as  
I could from the outside in, and needed to start working from the inside out.  
I found exactly what I was looking for – and much more – at Unbridled Performance. 
Through my personal work with Amy and the horses, I have replaced my fear and 
grief with love and joy!  Thanks to the extraordinary souls (both human and equine) 
at Unbridled Performance, I am a completely different person than I was a year ago. 
But at the same time, I am more myself than I ever was. That is their secret –  
they bring you back to the whole, beautiful person that you always were.

“It’s never too late” Cindy, age 56 

Horse Enhanced Accelerated Learning (H.E.A.L) is an  
evolutionary new field of experiential learning used in  
change management, team building, leadership and  
personal development where horses are utilized as  
catalysts to help humans understand and grow in their  
interpersonal skills, group processes and values through 
hands-on, multi-sensory individual and team experiences. 


